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Abstract—In this paper, we introduce a CMCD-Aware per-Device bitrate LADder construction (CADLAD) that leverages the Common Media Client Data (CMCD) standard to address the above issues. CADLAD comprises components at both client and server sides. The client calculates the top bitrate (\(tb\)) — a CMCD parameter to indicate the highest bitrate that can be rendered at the client — and sends it to the server together with its device type and screen resolution. The server decides on a suitable bitrate ladder, whose maximum bitrate and resolution are based on CMCD parameters, to the client device with the purpose of providing maximum QoE while minimizing delivered data. CADLAD has two versions to work in Video on Demand (VoD) and live streaming scenarios. Our CADLAD is client agnostic; hence, it can work with any players and ABR algorithms at the client. The experimental results show that CADLAD is able to increase the QoE by 2.6x while saving 71% of delivered data, compared to an existing bitrate ladder of an available video dataset. We implement our idea within CAdViSE — an open-source testbed for reproducibility.

Index Terms—HTTP Adaptive Streaming, QoE, live streaming, CMCD, bitrate ladder construction

I. INTRODUCTION

Video streaming has occupied a major part of Internet traffic. The first half of 2021 observed nearly 54% of overall traffic coming from video streaming applications [1]. According to Bitmovin Inc. report [2], a variety of devices are used to stream multimedia content. TV, desktop, and mobile are the three most used devices for watching video content [3], [4]. They have different sizes and resolutions that may affect the end user experience. End users would not recognize the quality difference between 1080p and 4K video if they are using mobiles [5].

HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS) has become a crucial technique for the delivery of multimedia content [6], [7]. In HAS, the video, stored at the server side, is encoded at multiple representations based on a bitrate ladder. A list of these representations is described in a Media Presentation Description (MPD) metadata file (e.g., bitrate, resolution, codec). Each representation is then chopped into fixed-length segments with 2s to 10s duration. A HAS client first downloads the MPD file to extract the information about the video, especially the bitrate ladder. An Adaptive Bitrate (ABR) algorithm located at the client is in charge of selecting suitable bitrates from the bitrate ladder according to its resources (e.g., buffer occupancy) and/or network conditions (e.g., throughput).

Traditional HAS servers utilize static bitrate ladders with a fixed number of representations for both Video on Demand (VoD) and live streaming, neglecting the device types (e.g., TV, desktop, and mobile) and end users’ networks. One of the reasons is the lack of information transferred between the client and the server. This makes some representations rarely selected, especially when the network throughput (e.g., from 3G networks) is lower than the bitrate of some available representations (e.g., 4K resolution). This results in additional encoding costs for those bitrate levels and unnecessary storage costs. Additionally, some buffer-based ABR algorithms such as BBA-0 [8] often tend to select the highest bitrate in the bitrate ladder when the buffer exceeds a threshold. This strategy possibly leads to rebuffering events when the throughput suddenly drops while the selected bitrate does not ensure a recognizable improvement in quality, especially for small devices.

The Consumer Technology Association (CTA) released the Common Media Client Data (CMCD) specification in 2020 [9] to enable the client to provide the server with more information related to playback, e.g., buffer length, and the highest bitrate rendered. Though CMCD offers a lot of client-side information to the server, there are two research questions that need to be answered:

- How are the values of CMCD parameters determined?
- How are those values utilized by the server to improve HAS’ performance?

Answering these questions, in this paper, we take advantage of CMCD parameters to determine the suitable bitrate ladder for particular device types. Our proposed approach, CADLAD, calculates the top bitrate (\(tb\)) parameter (defined in the CMCD specification) based on the estimated throughput at the client-side and sends it to the server along with other information. At the server side, CADLAD gathers the \(tb\) values from all the clients in the streaming session and creates MPD files with suitable bitrate ladders for specific (group of) client(s), based on the device characteristics (i.e., device type and screen resolution) of those clients. Multiple MPD files are generated in a streaming session and clients can only receive the ones that are suitable for their devices and network characteristics. We design two versions of CADLAD at the server side so that it can be used for VoD and live streaming scenarios. Additionally, CADLAD works with any HAS-based video.
The contributions of our work are two-fold:
- We propose a CMCD-aware per-device bitrate ladder construction for the purpose of improving the QoE while saving delivery bandwidth cost.
- We publish an open-source reference implementation of CADLAD for reproducibility.

II. BACKGROUND, RELATED WORK AND MOTIVATION

A. Common Media Client Data

Common Media Client Data (CMCD) has been recently standardized by the Consumer Technology Association (CTA) [9]. CMCD provides a mechanism for data that is collected by the client to be delivered to the server as a custom HTTP request header, an HTTP query argument or JSON object. The description of CMCD parameters can be found in [9].

In this paper, we propose to add two additional parameters to the CMCD protocol: (i) device type (dt), and (ii) screen width (sw). Device type (dt) is a token that expresses the type of device used to watch the video. dt can take one of the three values: t, d, m that represent TV, desktop, and mobile, respectively. Screen width (sw) indicates the width of the screen’s resolution in pixels. These two parameters will be used in our proposed approach to determine a suitable bitrate ladder for each client.

Bentaleb et al. [10] built the first proof-of-concept system that conforms to the CMCD specification at both the client and server sides. The authors deployed a buffer-aware bandwidth allocation approach to improve the QoE of clients sharing network bandwidth. Begen et al. [11] have provided an overview of the CMCD specification and described several applications of CMCD to enhance HAS. No implementations or evaluations are given in this work. Unlike these works, we propose a CMCD-aware per-device bitrate ladder design that leverages the tb parameter of CMCD to limit the highest bitrate in the MPD file with the objective of reducing downloaded data while improving the QoE for the end user.

B. Bitrate Ladder Construction

There have been several attempts to construct an optimal bitrate ladder for HAS.

The simplest way is to use a fixed bitrate ladder with a pre-defined encoding configuration. Multiple video streaming platforms have released their recommendations for bitrate ladders, including bitrate values and their corresponding resolutions [12]–[14]. There are two main limitations of this approach. First, the content dependency is not considered; thus, a specific bitrate can result in a high perceptual quality for easy-to-encode videos but low quality for others. Second, the device and network conditions of the end user are not taken into account. Encoding content that is mostly watched on small screen devices such as mobiles at high bitrate levels will lead to storage waste if those levels are never selected or if they experience multiple video stalls when the throughput is unfavorable.

Al-Issa et al. [15] provide max-min bounded bitrate guidance for HAS over Software-Defined Networking (SDN)-enabled networks. Their approach, named BBGDASH, comprises three layers: the application layer, the control layer, and the infrastructure layer to select the maximum and the minimum allowed bitrate levels for specific players. Then, the end user invokes her ABR scheme to select the final bitrate within the range of maximum and minimum bitrate levels. Despite its success, BBGDASH relies on features and capabilities of SDN that would limit its implementation in real-world environments.

Recently, per-title encoding schemes have been investigated to provide an optimized bitrate ladder for each video content. The work in [16], [17] determines the convex-hull to select the optimal bitrate at a specific resolution with the objective of maximizing the visual quality. Though these schemes can improve the visual quality, convex-hull determination requires many test encodings as each resolution is tested with multiple bitrate levels. Thus, they are suitable for VoD streaming only. Menon et al. [18] proposed a low-latency Online PerTitle Encoding (OPTE) to improve bitrate ladders for live video streaming. OPTE exploits spatial and temporal features of the video content to predict the most suitable resolution for every bitrate level. Despite their promising performance, per-title encoding schemes have not taken into account the device and network characteristics. This results in the encoding of unnecessary bitrate levels which are not requested by the end-user.

Meanwhile, our proposed approach, CADLAD, determines suitable bitrate ladders for the clients based on their device types and network conditions (i.e., throughput) to improve the QoE while reducing the downloaded data.

TABLE I: Apple ABR ladder.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resolution (p)</th>
<th>234</th>
<th>360</th>
<th>432</th>
<th>540</th>
<th>720</th>
<th>1080</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bitrate (Mbps)</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3, 4.5, 6, 7.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Algorithm 1: Bitrate Ladder Construction for VoD streaming.

1. Input: \( sw_n, tb_n \)
2. Output: \( \mathcal{L}_n \)
3. for \( i = N, N-1, \ldots, 1 \) do
   4. if \( w_i \leq sw_n \) then
      5. \( R_n^i = r_i; \)
      6. break;
   7. for \( r = R_n^i, \ldots, r_1 \) do
      8. if \( r \leq tb_n \times (1 + \mu) \) then
         9. \( R_n = r; \)
         10. break;
   11. \( \mathcal{L}_n = \{ r_1, \ldots, R_n \}; \)
12. return \( \mathcal{L}_n; \)
III. CADLAD APPROACH

Our proposed CADLAD approach comprises two elements:

1) CMCD Parameters Determination. This element is located at the client side. Its output is the values for CMCD parameters and in our case, we calculate $t_b$ which represents the highest bitrate in the MPD file. We also add two additional parameters: $d_t$, which shows the type of the device used by the client and $sw$ for the width of screen resolution of that device (see Section II).

2) Bitrate Ladder Construction. This element is deployed at the server side to determine the suitable bitrate ladder for each client based on the client’s device information (i.e., device type and screen resolution) and $t_b$.

The details of the two elements are given as follows.

A. CMCD Parameters Determination

The CMCD Parameters Determination element is implemented at the client side to select information about the device (i.e., device type, and screen width), and to calculate the top bitrate $t_b$.

CADLAD determines $t_b$ according to the recent throughput; hence, this value varies during the streaming session. Again, $t_b$ is used to inform the server which is the highest bitrate required by the client. Here, we propose a simple but efficient method to determine the value for this parameter. To avoid rebuffering events in case of small buffer size, the client should not download a bitrate that is much higher than the throughput. Therefore, CADLAD limits the maximum bitrate in the bitrate ladder to the average throughput. Then, the client can select a lower-quality representation in case of unfavorable throughput and avoid downloading unnecessarily high bitrates when the throughput suddenly goes up. Let $t_j$ denote the measured throughput after downloading the $j^{th}$ segment. CADLAD set $t_b$ as the average throughput of the last $L$ segments as follows.

$$ t_b = \frac{1}{L} \sum_{i=0}^{L-1} t_{j-i} $$

(1)

The value of $L$ should not be too large to adapt fast to the throughput fluctuation but also not too small to avoid frequent changes in the bitrate ladder at the server. In this paper, we set $L = 5$ in our experiments with 4s-segments. Other values of $L$ with different segment lengths will be considered in future work.

B. Bitrate Ladder Construction

Assume that $C$ clients are joining a streaming session. The $n^{th}$ client pushes the following CMCD parameters to the server: $d_t, m$, $sw$, and $tb$. In this paper, we design CADLAD for two scenarios of streaming: (i) VoD streaming, and (ii) live streaming.

1) VoD streaming: In this scenario, the content is already encoded into multiple representations at the server side. Adding all representations into the MPD file might make the client select an unnecessary high bitrate, especially for small-screen devices and volatile throughput. Therefore, it is useful to provide dynamic MPD files to the client to help it make a better decision on the requested bitrate. Here, we use the $t_b$ parameter of CMCD to periodically limit the highest bitrate in the MPD file based on the device types and the current throughput.

Let $\mathcal{L} = \{r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_N\}$ denote the set of all pre-defined bitrates $r_i$ (i $\in [1, N]$) of the video at the server side. Each bitrate $r_i$ has its own width resolution $w_i$ (in pixel). Upon receiving the CMCD parameters from client $n$, CADLAD in VoD mode determines the highest bitrate $R_n$ in the MPD file for that client which satisfies the following conditions.

First, we define the upper bound $R_n^u$ of the bitrate ladder for client $n$ with device type $d_t$ and screen width $sw$ as in Eq (2).

$$ R_n^u = \max\{r_i|w_i \leq sw, r_i \in \mathcal{L}\}. $$

(2)

The width of resolution of upper bound $R_n^u$ does not exceed the resolution of the device at the end user. The highest bitrate $R_n$ should not be greater than $R_n^u$ or in other words, it satisfies the following constraint

$$ R_n \leq R_n^u. $$

(3)

Second, due to the network condition expressed by the value of $tb$, the highest bitrate in the bitrate ladder $R_n$ should not exceed $tb$ with a margin of $\mu, \mu \in [0, 1]$ as shown in Eq (4).

$$ R_n \leq tb \times (1 + \mu) $$

(4)

The margin $\mu$ is added here to allow the ABR at the end user device to improve the video quality when the current throughput becomes better. In this paper, we set $\mu = 0.1$.

Then the server picks all available bitrate levels that are less than or equal to $R_n$ into the bitrate ladder $\mathcal{L}_n$ and prepares the corresponding MPD file before sending it to the client. Our algorithm for determining the bitrate ladder $\mathcal{L}_n$ for the client $n$ is described in Algorithm 1.

2) Live streaming: In live streaming scenarios, the video content is encoded during the streaming session. According to the CMCD parameters (i.e., device type, screen width, and top bitrate), CADLAD gathers the end user devices into groups, then determines the highest bitrate for the bitrate ladder of each group before encoding the video content.

A problem occurring here is that the top bitrate $tb$ of the end user devices may be significantly different from each other due to the network connection types (e.g., 3G, 4G, 5G, and WIFI) or the network conditions. Thus, selecting the highest bitrate for each end user results in a vast number of representations to encode. We solve this problem by putting multiple clients into groups based on their device types. Each group of clients can be further split into $k$ clusters depending on the server capacity. More clusters will result in more bitrates to encode, which requires larger server capacity. Each cluster is represented by
a bitrate which will be the highest bitrate in the MPD file for the end users of that cluster.

We denote $C^t$, $C^d$, and $C^m$ as the number of TVs, desktops, and mobiles joining the streaming session, respectively. Here, CADLAD utilizes a $k$-means clustering algorithm [19] with the CMD parameters as the input data to select the $k$ clusters in each group of devices. A cluster $i$ is represented by a centroid $c_i$ determining the top bitrate $tb_i$ and the corresponding resolution width $sw_{c_i}$ in the bitrate ladder.

After determining the top bitrate $tb_i$ in the ladder for cluster $i$ with device type $dt_i$, CADLAD picks representations based on a predefined bitrate ladder (e.g., the Apple bitrate ladder [12] or the YouTube bitrate ladder [13]) whose bitrates and resolution widths are less than or equal to $tb_i$ and $sw_{c_i}$ of centroid $c_i$, respectively. This operation is similar to Algorithm 1.

The overview of CADLAD at the server side is shown in Fig. 1.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

A. System Implementation

To evaluate our proposed improvements in a streaming session using CMCD we have extended CADViSE [20] and used it as our testbed. In order to enable the CMCD function, we have used the dash.js player (v4.3.0) and added the new parameters as stated in Section II. Modifying the JavaScript source code of the player allows the collection of the real-time values for those parameters and includes them in the header of each request being directed to the server. We did not introduce any decision-making logic to the clients and we used the default dash.js ABR algorithm, Dynamic. However, to gather the required data from the player we did multiple modifications on the client docker containers that were used in CADViSE. At the servers, which are also being deployed into Amazon Web Services (AWS) using docker containers, we retrieved the data from requests headers and used $k$-means clustering to aggregate the data and inform the server of the current requirements in terms of encoded bitrate and resolution based on the characteristics of the current devices that are connected to that server.

The test sequence is “Seconds that count” with a 322-second length from [21] that supports up to 8K resolutions. However, as dash.js does not yet support 8K, we use up to 4K resolutions (i.e., 2160p) for this paper. The full bitrate ladder is $L$={100, 200, 375, 550, 750, 1000, 1500, 3000, 5800, 7500, 12000, 17000}kbit/s with corresponding resolutions {144, 180, 216, 288, 360, 432, 576, 720, 1080, 1440, 2160, 2160/p}.

We use two network traces: (i) 4G network and (ii) Cascade, each of which represents a specific scenario of a video streaming session. The Cascade network trace periodically changes the throughput after every 15 seconds among predefined values {200, 100, 50, 25, 50, 100, 200, 100, ...}(Mbps). The 4G network trace collected in [22] has the average of

11,352 kbit/s, standard deviation of 9404 kbit/s and maximum value of 48,374 kbit/s.

We take into account three device types (screen resolution) of the clients: (i) TV (2160p), (ii) desktop (1080p), (iii) mobile (720p). We assume all clients with the same device type have the same screen size. Different screen sizes of a specific device type will be investigated in our future work. Each experiment is repeated five times for the accuracy, and the experimental results in the next sections show the average values.

We consider the following evaluation metrics:

- Bitrate (BR): The average bitrate of all segments downloaded by same-device end users in a streaming session.
- Number of switches (#SW): The average number of switches of same-device end users in a streaming session.
- Stall duration (SD): The average period while the video is frozen at same-device end users.
- QoE score (QoE): The QoE score calculated by model ITU-T P.1203 mode 1 [23], [24].

We use the HASClipStitcher, a tool that utilizes CADViSE log records of the streaming sessions to calculate these metrics.

B. Experimental Results

In this section, we evaluate CADLAD for both VoD and live streaming. We investigate different device types in our experiments. CADLAD-T, CADLAD-D, and CADLAD-M denote all clients in the experiments that are TVs, desktops, and mobiles, respectively, and CADLAD is enabled. CADLAD-A means all device types are joining a single streaming session. We use CADLAD-A in the live streaming scenario in which ten clients, including 4 TVs, 3 desktops, and 3 mobiles, participate in a live streaming session. We denote dashjs4 when all clients are not using CMCD and CADLAD. Dashjs4 clients can download a maximum of 4K resolution.

1) VoD Streaming: In the VoD streaming scenario, the videos on the server side have been already encoded into multiple bitrate levels. Thus, each client sends an MPD request and immediately receives an MPD file based on its CMCD parameters. In this case, we consider client and network metrics including #SW, SD, and BR. A single client is joining the streaming session with the 4G network trace [22]. Fig. 2 compares the performance of CADLAD, compared with the default dash.js v4.3.0 player (dashjs4) in VoD streaming.

It can be seen that CADLAD outperforms dashjs4. The dashjs4 player suffers from a long stall duration of 55s, whereas the TV clients with CADLAD (CADLAD-T) have, on average, 35.3s of stalls. Those dashjs clients with CADLAD-T can play up to 4K resolution (Fig. 2a). This is because CADLAD limits the maximum bitrate in the MPD file to the average values of recent throughput, especially when the throughput is unstable. Thus, CADLAD-T avoids downloading high bitrate levels that can lead to stall events when the

Fig. 1: Overview of CADLAD at the server side in live streaming. (1): The server collects all CMCD parameters from the clients for a specific streaming session. (2): CADLAD classifies sets of CMCD parameters into three groups: TV, Desktop, and Mobile. (3): In each group, \( k \)-means clustering is utilized to decide the maximum bitrates for \( k \) sets of clients. (4): Bitrate ladder selection component determines which bitrates and corresponding resolutions will be used in video encoding. (5): A set of bitrates and resolutions is chosen to encode the video and create the MPD file.

Fig. 2: Experimental results for a single client in VoD with the 4G network trace.

(a) Stall duration.
(b) Number of switches.
(c) Average bitrate.

Fig. 2c and Table II show that our proposed approach saves a remarkable amount of downloaded data while providing substantial improvements in the QoE. A dashjs4 client without CMCD downloads an average bitrate of 11,019 kbit/s for each segment and its QoE score is only 1.5 if a TV device is used. In contrast, clients using CADLAD can achieve better QoE while significantly reducing the downloaded data. For instance, CADLAD-T needs an average bitrate of 9,143 kbit/s for each segment, which is 17% less than with dashjs4, and it attains a slightly higher QoE score of 1.6. Due to smooth playback without any stalls, CADLAD-M downloads an average bitrate...
of 1476 kbit/s while providing the viewer a QoE score of 4.3. On the contrary, the QoE score of dashjs4 is only 1.6 on a mobile device.

From the above analysis, it can be seen that CADLAD significantly improves the performance of a player through a higher QoE score while saving data.

2) Live Streaming: We consider multiple clients joining a single live streaming session. Ten clients are used in each experiment. They can be (i) all dashjs4 clients without CMCD, (ii) all TV clients with CADLAD (i.e., CADLAD-T), (iii) all desktop clients with CADLAD (i.e., CADLAD-D), (iv) all mobile clients with CADLAD (i.e., CADLAD-M), or (v) a mix of 4 clients of CADLAD-T, 3 clients of CADLAD-D, and 3 clients of CADLAD-M, collectively referred to as CADLAD-A. In each live streaming session, 10 clients are sharing the Cascade network trace, which is similar to the setup in [10]. A 4G network is not suitable for multiple clients as the trace was collected for single device usage only. In this scenario, as the video is encoded while being streamed, it is necessary for the server to reduce redundant bitrate levels that are not often requested from the clients. Here, k-means clustering is utilized in CADLAD to obtain this goal.

Fig 3 compares the results of CADLAD and dashjs4 with different clients. It can be seen that CADLAD outperforms dashjs4 in most evaluation metrics. Dashjs4 clients without CMCD experience an average of 26.6 s of stall events, whereas this number for CADLAD-T is 20% less with only 21.3 s. All CADLAD-D and CADLAD-M clients can play the video smoothly without any stalls. As explained earlier, CADLAD limits the maximum bitrate for desktops (i.e., 5800 kbit/s at 1080p) and mobiles (i.e., 3000 kbit/s at 720p), which directs the clients to download suitable bitrates for their devices and avoid unnecessary high bitrate levels like 17 000 kbit/s at 4K. This strategy allows the clients to cope with throughput fluctuations. In a scenario of all types of devices joining a live streaming session, CADLAD-A, which has 4 TVs, 3 desktops, and 3 mobiles, suffers only 14.7 s of stall duration, 45% shorter than dashjs4.

In terms of quality switches in Fig. 3b, CADLAD in general provides better results. CADLAD-D, CADLAD-M, and CADLAD-A have an average of 4.5, 0.9, and 6.6 switches on each client, respectively, whereas dashjs4 clients experience 14.5 quality switches. CADLAD-T has more switches than the others, with 16.6 quality changes. This can be explained by the update time in CADLAD. In this experiment, we set the minimumUpdatePeriod parameter to 20 s in the MPD file which means the client will request for a new MPD file after every 20 s. As the throughput changes every 15 s, CADLAD might update late. In other device types, CADLAD-D and CADLAD-M do not suffer from many switches as they require lower bitrate levels than CADLAD-T. Due to small screen resolutions, CADLAD-D and CADLAD-M download a maximum of 5800 kbit/s at 1080p and 3000 kbit/s at 720p, respectively, which can be delivered smoothly to the client by the Cascade network in the experiments. That is also the reason for significantly fewer switches of CADLAD-A with a mix of device types, compared to CADLAD-T and dashjs4.

Similar to the results in VoD streaming, CADLAD is able to save a large amount of downloaded data. Each client using dashjs4 downloads segments with nearly 10 000 kbit/s of average bitrate, whereas the clients in CADLAD-T use only 7622 kbit/s for every segment. CADLAD-D and CADLAD-M even download lower bitrates with 5091 kbit/s and 2826 kbit/s per segment, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3c.

The main target of CADLD is to improve the QoE of the clients which can be seen in Table III. We can see that CADLAD provides more QoE improvements when the devices are smaller. Dashjs4 clients have a QoE score of only 1.6 for the TV whereas CADLAD-T provides a 2.1 QoE score, which is a 31% improvement. When all of the clients are desktops, CADLAD-D achieves a more than 2.5 times higher QoE with a 4.3 QoE score, compared to 1.7 for dashjs4. In addition, CADLAD-M enhances the QoE by nearly 2.6 times from 1.76 of dashjs4. When a mix of devices joins a streaming session, CADLAD-A achieves a 2.4 QoE score, compared to 1.6 for dashjs4. These achievements come from short stall durations and a small number of quality switches of CADLAD while our proposed approach selects a suitable bitrate ladder based on the device type and the network conditions.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The CMCD specification provides useful information from the client to the server with the purpose of improving the performance of HTTP Adaptive Streaming.

In this paper, we address these questions by proposing a CMCD-aware per-device bitrate ladder construction, namely CADLAD. Our proposed approach provides the server with the top bitrate (tb) parameter according to the CMCD specification, the device type (dt) and the screen width (sw) of the device. The CADLAD calculates tb by the average value of the recent throughput to express the maximum bitrate that
should be downloaded by the client. The server determines a suitable bitrate ladder for each client based on $tb$, $dt$, and $sw$ from a list of bitrate levels then sends the corresponding MPD file to the client. The experimental results show that CADLAD is able to significantly improve the QoE for the end-user while saving substantial downloaded data to the client.
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